
Jake’s keynotes are entertaining, but they are far more 
than that. They’re experiences where audiences get real 
work done. 

Whether a change e�ort is straightforward or complex, 
involves only your team or the whole organization, or is 
just beginning or well underway, Jake’s talks hit the mark. 

You’ll leave with a perspective on change that’s 
life-changing. Faster, easier, better change is in your 
future. Join Jake and see how.

Question your assumptions. Challenge your 
paradigm. Open your thinking.

What makes change work e�ective? Following the 8 levers 
Jake has distilled from his more than 35-year consulting career. 

Jake’s presentations are really consulting sessions 
masquerading as keynotes. Using a unique “Rapid Response 
Consulting” experience, you’ll witness a real time roll up the 
sleeves demonstration of the power of applying the 8 levers of 
Leverage Change. 

You’ll also have your own opportunity to put these same 
strategies to work on any type of change on your plate. 

Identify and address the most common problems in your 
current change work – and know how to do it when you 
recognize them in the future too.

Jake is a pioneer in the field of large group interventions and 
co-authored a book that the New York Times calls “a complete 
blueprint for involving others.”

CHANGE IN UNDER 
60 MINUTES!

JAKE JACOBS KNOWS CHANGE

A B O U T  
J A K E  J A C O B S

S E R V I N G  C L I E N T S  S U C H  A S :

For more than 35 years Jake 
Jacobs has been on a mission to 
help people and organizations 
create their preferred futures. 
How? By finding smarter ways to 
make change happen – any kind, 
in any organization, made by 
anyone. Change that motivates 
people. Change that aligns 
organizations. Change that 
sticks over time.

jakejacobsconsulting.com  
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